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WinZip's free trial upgrade is over, but the company is offering legacy versions of its programs for as little as $10, or for free if you're a student or military. Read more. Oracle's latest Java SE 8 update, Patchset 78, is available. Read more. Celebrity cookbook author Giada De Laurentiis opens her first New York City Italian restaurant today. Read more.
Google's Street View cars now spy on US law enforcement with these eight key Windows programs. Read more. BlackBerry's new phones' cameras can capture 70 percent more light than their old models, making them much better for taking photos under low light conditions, but users will have to wait before they see the results. Read more. A new

version of Samsung's mobile operating system is available for Galaxy phones. Read more. Google and Lenovo announced that the two companies will integrate Google Assistant and Google Home together. Read more. Dell is releasing a desktop gaming system, including a monitor, keyboard and mouse. Read more. Facebook is developing a new tool
to improve the privacy of its mobile data users, according to a patent application. Read more. Microsoft will use a milestone in its Windows 8.1 to highlight the 30th anniversary of its operating system. Read more. As evidence mounts that the NSA has been engaged in a top-secret effort to exploit its own weaknesses for years, some security

researchers are voicing concerns that the agency is already exploiting the very same vulnerabilities that it's been exploiting itself. Read more. The NSA created a backdoor in a Wi-Fi security standard in a bid to allow its own spies to access captured information from the routers and other devices. Read more. An EU ruling means that Samsung had to
pay Nokia $600 million in patent royalties for certain patents. Read more. Google is adding new ways to reply to messages within Gmail. Read more. Apple's new Mac Pro is powered by Intel's latest processors, according to newly leaked photos and specs. Read more. Millions of zacks spreadsheets containing all this and more can now be securely

shared via this new password-free service called Zacks, allowing employees to save time and money while protecting corporate secrets. See a demo. Microsoft will reportedly let iOS users of its Office apps for iPad and Mac use Exchange Active
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